
Building Data Lakes on AWS

Prerequisite Courses

Architect - Architecting on AWS
View Details

Developer - Developing on AWS
View Details

Operations - Cloud Operations on AWS (formerly Systems Operations)
View Details 

In this course, you will learn how to build an operational data lake that supports analysis of both structured and
unstructured data. You will learn the components and functionality of the services involved in creating a data lake. You
will use AWS Lake Formation to build a data lake, AWS Glue to build a data catalog, and Amazon Athena to analyze
data. The course lectures and labs further your learning with the exploration of several common data lake
architectures.

Skills Gained
In this course, you will learn how to:

Code: AWS-DA-DL
Length: 1 days
URL: View Online

Apply data lake methodologies in planning and designing a data lake

Articulate the components and services required for building an AWS data lake

Secure a data lake with appropriate permission

Ingest, store, and transform data in a data lake

Query, analyze, and visualize data within a data lake

https://www.exitcertified.com/it-training/aws/big-data/building-data-lakes-on-aws-61162-detail.html
https://www.exitcertified.com/it-training/aws/architect/architecting-4-0-34767-detail.html
https://www.exitcertified.com/it-training/aws/developer/developing-26175-detail.html
https://www.exitcertified.com/it-training/aws/operations/cloud-operations-26177-detail.html


Who Can Benefit
This course is intended for:

Course Details
Module 1: Introduction to data lakes

Module 2: Data ingestion, cataloging and preparation

Module 3: Data processing and analytics

Module 4: Building a data lake with AWS Lake Formation

Module 5: Additional Lake Formation configurations

Module 6: Architecture and course review

Data platform engineers

Solutions Architects

IT professionals

Describe the value of data lakes

Compare data lakes and data warehouses

Describe the components of a data lake

Recognize common architectures built on data lakes

Describe the relationship between data lake storage and data ingestion

Describe AWS Glue crawlers and how they are used to create a data catalog

Identify data formatting, partitioning, and compression for efficient storage and query

Lab 1: Set up a simple data lake

Recognize how data processing applies to a data lake

Use AWS Glue to process data within a data lake

Describe how to use Amazon Athena to analyze data in a data lake

Describe the features and benefits of AWS Lake Formation

Use AWS Lake Formation to create a data lake

Understand the AWS Lake Formation security model

Lab 2: Build a data lake using AWS Lake Formation

Automate AWS Lake Formation using blueprints and workflows

Apply security and access controls to AWS Lake Formation

Match records with AWS Lake Formation FindMatches

Visualize data with Amazon QuickSight

Lab 3: Automate data lake creation using AWS Lake Formation blueprints

Lab 4: Data visualization using Amazon QuickSight
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Follow-on Courses
Browse the suggested follow-on courses below and continue your training journey. We offer training in various learning
formats, from instructor-led to virtual, so you can choose what works best for you. Get started by selecting a course to
learn more.

Data Analytics - Data Warehousing on AWS
View Details 

Download Whitepaper: Accelerate Your Modernization Efforts with a Cloud-Native
Strategy 

Get Your Free Copy Now

Post course knowledge check

Architecture review

Course review

https://www.exitcertified.com/it-training/aws/big-data/data-ware-aws-48237-detail.html
https://www.exitcertified.com/training-resources/white-papers/accelerate-your-modernization-efforts-with-a-native-cloud-strategy-whitepaper?utm_source=schedule-pdf-banner&utm_medium=schedule-pdf-banner&utm_campaign=asset-advertising%20
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